Arduino Cookbook

Want to create devices that interact with the physical world? This cookbook is perfect for anyone who wants to experiment with the popular Arduino microcontroller and programming environment. You’ll find more than 200 tips and techniques for building a variety of objects and prototypes such as toys, detectors, robots, and interactive clothing that can sense and respond to touch, sound, position, heat, and light.

You don’t need experience with Arduino or programming to get started. Updated for the Arduino 1.0 release, the recipes in this second edition include practical examples and guidance to help you begin, expand, and enhance your projects right away—whether you’re an artist, designer, hobbyist, student, or engineer.

- Get up to speed quickly on the Arduino board and essential software concepts
- Learn basic techniques for reading digital and analog signals
- Use Arduino with a variety of popular input devices and sensors
- Drive visual displays, generate sound, and control several types of motors
- Interact with devices that use remote controls, including TVs and appliances
- Learn techniques for handling time delays and time measurement
- Apply advanced coding and memory handling techniques

“Michael Margolis’s comprehensive set of recipes is a fine gift to the burgeoning Arduino community. Whatever your background or skill, the Cookbook provides solutions for that project you’re wrestling with today and fuel for imagining what you’ll build tomorrow. I doubt it will ever leave my workbench table.”

—Mikal Hart
Arduino Uno Advisory Team

Michael Margolis is a technologist in the field of real-time computing, with expertise in developing hardware and software for interacting with the environment. He has more than 30 years of experience at senior levels with Sony, Microsoft, and Lucent/Bell Labs, and has written libraries and core software included in the Arduino 1.0 distribution.
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This book was written by Michael Margolis with Nick Weldin to help you explore the amazing things you can do with Arduino.

Arduino is a family of microcontrollers (tiny computers) and a software creation environment that makes it easy for you to create programs (called sketches) that can interact with the physical world. Things you make with Arduino can sense and respond to touch, sound, position, heat, and light. This type of technology, often referred to as physical computing, is used in all kinds of things from the iPhone to automobile electronics systems. Arduino makes it possible for anyone with an interest—even people with no programming or electronics experience—to use this rich and complex technology.

Who This Book Is For

Unlike in most technical cookbooks, experience with software and hardware is not assumed. This book is aimed at readers interested in using computer technology to interact with the environment. It is for people who want to quickly find the solution to hardware and software problems. The recipes provide the information you need to accomplish a broad range of tasks. It also has details to help you customize solutions to meet your specific needs. There is insufficient space in a book limited to 700 pages to cover general theoretical background, so links to external references are provided throughout the book. See “What Was Left Out” on page xiv for some general references for those with no programming or electronics experience.

If you have no programming experience—perhaps you have a great idea for an interactive project but don’t have the skills to develop it—this book will help you learn what you need to know to write code that works, using examples that cover over 200 common tasks.

If you have some programming experience but are new to Arduino, the book will help you become productive quickly by demonstrating how to implement specific Arduino capabilities for your project.
People already using Arduino should find the content helpful for quickly learning new techniques, which are explained using practical examples. This will help you to embark on more complex projects by showing how to solve problems and use capabilities that may be new to you.

Experienced C/C++ programmers will find examples of how to use the low-level AVR resources (interrupts, timers, I2C, Ethernet, etc.) to build applications using the Arduino environment.

**How This Book Is Organized**

The book contains information that covers the broad range of the Arduino’s capabilities, from basic concepts and common tasks to advanced technology. Each technique is explained in a recipe that shows you how to implement a specific capability. You do not need to read the content in sequence. Where a recipe uses a technique covered in another recipe, the content in the other recipe is referenced rather than repeating details in multiple places.

Chapter 1, *Getting Started*, introduces the Arduino environment and provides help on getting the Arduino development environment and hardware installed and working.


Chapter 4, *Serial Communications*, describes how to get Arduino to connect and communicate with your computer and other devices. Serial is the most common method for Arduino input and output, and this capability is used in many of the recipes throughout the book.

Chapter 5, *Simple Digital and Analog Input*, introduces a range of basic techniques for reading digital and analog signals. Chapter 6, *Getting Input from Sensors*, builds on this with recipes that explain how to use devices that enable Arduino to sense touch, sound, position, heat, and light.

Chapter 7, *Visual Output*, covers controlling light. Recipes cover switching on one or many LEDs and controlling brightness and color. This chapter explains how you can drive bar graphs and numeric LED displays, as well as create patterns and animations with LED arrays. In addition, the chapter provides a general introduction to digital and analog output for those who are new to this.

Chapter 8, *Physical Output*, explains how you can make things move by controlling motors with Arduino. A wide range of motor types is covered: solenoids, servo motors, DC motors, and stepper motors.
Chapter 9, *Audio Output*, shows how to generate sound with Arduino through an output device such as a speaker. It covers playing simple tones and melodies and playing WAV files and MIDI.

Chapter 10, *Remotely Controlling External Devices*, describes techniques that can be used to interact with almost any device that uses some form of remote controller, including TV, audio equipment, cameras, garage doors, appliances, and toys. It builds on techniques used in previous chapters for connecting Arduino to devices and modules.

Chapter 11, *Using Displays*, covers interfacing text and graphical LCD displays. The chapter shows how you can connect these devices to display text, scroll or highlight words, and create special symbols and characters.

Chapter 12, *Using Time and Dates*, covers built-in Arduino time-related functions and introduces many additional techniques for handling time delays, time measurement, and real-world times and dates.

Chapter 13, *Communicating Using I2C and SPI*, covers the Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) and Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) standards. These standards provide simple ways for digital information to be transferred between sensors and Arduino. This chapter shows how to use I2C and SPI to connect to common devices. It also shows how to connect two or more Arduino boards, using I2C for multiboard applications.

Chapter 14, *Wireless Communication*, covers wireless communication with XBee and other wireless modules. This chapter provides examples ranging from simple wireless serial port replacements to mesh networks connecting multiple boards to multiple sensors.

Chapter 15, *Ethernet and Networking*, describes the many ways you can use Arduino with the Internet. It has examples that demonstrate how to build and use web clients and servers and shows how to use the most common Internet communication protocols with Arduino.

Arduino software libraries are a standard way of adding functionality to the Arduino environment. Chapter 16, *Using, Modifying, and Creating Libraries*, explains how to use and modify software libraries. It also provides guidance on how to create your own libraries.

Chapter 17, *Advanced Coding and Memory Handling*, covers advanced programming techniques, and the topics here are more technical than the other recipes in this book because they cover things that are usually concealed by the friendly Arduino wrapper. The techniques in this chapter can be used to make a sketch more efficient—they can help improve performance and reduce the code size of your sketches.

Chapter 18, *Using the Controller Chip Hardware*, shows how to access and use hardware functions that are not fully exposed through the documented Arduino language. It covers low-level usage of I/O lines, registers, timers, and interrupts.
Appendix A, *Electronic Components*, provides an overview of the components used throughout the book.

Appendix B, *Using Schematic Diagrams and Data Sheets*, explains how to use schematic diagrams and data sheets.

Appendix C, *Building and Connecting the Circuit*, provides a brief introduction to using a breadboard, connecting and using external power supplies and batteries, and using capacitors for decoupling.

Appendix D, *Tips on Troubleshooting Software Problems*, provides tips on fixing compile and runtime problems.


Appendix F, *Digital and Analog Pins*, provides tables indicating functionality provided by the pins on standard Arduino boards.

Appendix G, *ASCII and Extended Character Sets*, provides tables showing ASCII characters.

Appendix H, *Migrating to Arduino 1.0*, explains how to modify code written for previous releases to run correctly with Arduino 1.0.

**What Was Left Out**

There isn’t room in this book to cover electronics theory and practice, although guidance is provided for building the circuits used in the recipes. For more detail, readers may want to refer to material that is widely available on the Internet or to books such as the following:

- *Make: Electronics* by Charles Platt (O’Reilly; search for it on oreilly.com)
- *Getting Started in Electronics* by Forrest M. Mims III (Master Publishing)
- *Physical Computing* by Dan O’Sullivan and Tom Igoe (Cengage)
- *Practical Electronics for Inventors* by Paul Scherz (McGraw-Hill)

This cookbook explains how to write code to accomplish specific tasks, but it is not an introduction to programming. Relevant programming concepts are briefly explained, but there is insufficient room to cover the details. If you want to learn more about programming, you may want to refer to the Internet or to one of the following books:

- *Practical C Programming* by Steve Oualline (O’Reilly; search for it on oreilly.com)
- *A Book on C* by Al Kelley and Ira Pohl (Addison-Wesley)
My favorite, although not really a beginner’s book, is the book I used to learn C programming:

- *The C Programming Language* by Brian W. Kernighan and Dennis M. Ritchie (Prentice Hall)

**Code Style (About the Code)**

The code used throughout this book has been tailored to clearly illustrate the topic covered in each recipe. As a consequence, some common coding shortcuts have been avoided, particularly in the early chapters. Experienced C programmers often use rich but terse expressions that are efficient but can be a little difficult for beginners to read. For example, the early chapters increment variables using explicit expressions that are easy for nonprogrammers to read:

```c
result = result + 1; // increment the count
```

Rather than the following, commonly used by experienced programmers, that does the same thing:

```c
result++; // increment using the post increment operator
```

Feel free to substitute your preferred style. Beginners should be reassured that there is no benefit in performance or code size in using the terse form.

Some programming expressions are so common that they are used in their terse form. For example, the loop expressions are written as follows:

```c
for(int i=0; i < 4; i++)
```

This is equivalent to the following:

```c
int i;
for(i=0; i < 4; i = i+1)
```

See Chapter 2 for more details on these and other expressions used throughout the book.

Good programming practice involves ensuring that values used are valid (garbage in equals garbage out) by checking them before using them in calculations. However, to keep the code focused on the recipe topic, very little error-checking code has been included.

**Arduino Platform Release Notes**

This edition has been updated for Arduino 1.0. All of the code has been tested with the latest Arduino 1.0 release candidate at the time of going to press (RC2). The download code for this edition will be updated online if necessary to support the final 1.0 release, so check the book’s website for the latest. The download contains a file named changelog.txt that will indicate code that has changed from the published edition.
Although many of the sketches will run on earlier Arduino releases, you need to change the extension from .ino to .pde to load the sketch into a pre-1.0 IDE. If you have not migrated to Arduino 1.0 and have good reason to stick with an earlier release, you can use the example code from the first edition of this book (available at http://shop.oreilly.com/product/9780596802486.do), which has been tested with releases from 0018 to 0022. Note that many recipes in the second edition have been enhanced, so we encourage you to upgrade to Arduino 1.0. If you need help migrating older code, see Appendix H.

There’s also a link to errata on that site. Errata give readers a way to let us know about typos, errors, and other problems with the book. Errata will be visible on the page immediately, and we’ll confirm them after checking them out. O’Reilly can also fix errata in future printings of the book and on Safari, making for a better reader experience pretty quickly.

If you have problems making examples work, check the changelog.txt file in the latest code download to see if the sketch has been updated. If that doesn’t fix the problem, see Appendix D, which covers troubleshooting software problems. The Arduino forum is a good place to post a question if you need more help: http://www.arduino.cc.

If you like—or don’t like—this book, by all means, please let people know. Amazon reviews are one popular way to share your happiness or other comments. You can also leave reviews at the O’Reilly site for the book.

Conventions Used in This Book

The following font conventions are used in this book:

*Italic*  
Indicates pathnames, filenames, and program names; Internet addresses, such as domain names and URLs; and new items where they are defined

*Constant width*  
Indicates command lines and options that should be typed verbatim; names and keywords in programs, including method names, variable names, and class names; and HTML element tags

*Constant width bold*  
Indicates emphasis in program code lines

*Constant width italic*  
Indicates text that should be replaced with user-supplied values

This icon signifies a tip, suggestion, or general note.
Using Code Examples

This book is here to help you make things with Arduino. In general, you may use the code in this book in your programs and documentation. You do not need to contact us for permission unless you’re reproducing a significant portion of the code. For example, writing a program that uses several chunks of code from this book does not require permission. Selling or distributing a CD-ROM of examples from this book does require permission. Answering a question by citing this book and quoting example code does not require permission. Incorporating a significant amount of example code from this book into your product’s documentation does require permission.


If you feel your use of code examples falls outside fair use or the permission given here, feel free to contact us at permissions@oreilly.com.

Safari® Books Online

Safari Books Online is an on-demand digital library that lets you easily search over 7,500 technology and creative reference books and videos to find the answers you need quickly.

With a subscription, you can read any page and watch any video from our library online. Read books on your cell phone and mobile devices. Access new titles before they are available for print, and get exclusive access to manuscripts in development and post feedback for the authors. Copy and paste code samples, organize your favorites, download chapters, bookmark key sections, create notes, print out pages, and benefit from tons of other time-saving features.

O’Reilly Media has uploaded this book to the Safari Books Online service. To have full digital access to this book and others on similar topics from O’Reilly and other publishers, sign up for free at http://my.safaribooksonline.com.

How to Contact Us

We have tested and verified the information in this book to the best of our ability, but you may find that features have changed (which we hope is what we have made a few mistakes!).
Please let us know about any errors you find, as well as your suggestions for future editions, by writing to:

O’Reilly Media, Inc.
1005 Gravenstein Highway North
Sebastopol, CA 95472
800-998-9938 (in the United States or Canada)
707-829-0515 (international/local)
707-829-0104 (fax)

We have a web page for this book, where we list errata, examples, and any additional information. You can access this page at:

http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920022244.do

To comment or ask technical questions about this book, send email to:

bookquestions@oreilly.com

For more information about our books, courses, conferences, and news, see our website at http://www.oreilly.com.

Find us on Facebook: http://facebook.com/oreilly
Follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/oreillymedia
Watch us on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/oreillymedia
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Notes on the Second Edition

The second edition of this book has followed relatively quickly from the first, prompted
by the release of Arduino 1.0. The stated purpose of 1.0 is to introduce significant
change that will smooth the way for future enhancements but break some code written
for older software. These have necessitated changes to code in many of the chapters of
this book. Most changed are Chapter 15, Ethernet and Networking, and Chapter 13,
Communicating Using I2C and SPI, but all of the recipes in this edition have been mi-
grated to 1.0, with many being updated to use features new in this release. If you are
using a release prior to Arduino 1.0, then you can download code from the first edition

Appendix H, Migrating to Arduino 1.0, has been added to describe the changes intro-
duced by Arduino Release 1.0. This describes how to update older code to use with
Arduino 1.0.

Recipes for devices that are no longer widely available have been updated to use current
replacements and some new sensors and wireless devices have been added.

Errata posted on the O’Reilly site has been corrected, thanks to readers taking the time
to notify us of these.

We think you will like the improvements made in Arduino 1.0 as well as the enhance-
ments made to this edition of the Arduino Cookbook. The first edition was well received;
the constructive criticism being divided between people that wanted more technical
content and those that preferred less. In a book that we limited to only 700 or so pages
(to keep it affordable and portable), that seems to indicate that the right balance has
been achieved.
1.0 Introduction

The Arduino environment has been designed to be easy to use for beginners who have no software or electronics experience. With Arduino, you can build objects that can respond to and/or control light, sound, touch, and movement. Arduino has been used to create an amazing variety of things, including musical instruments, robots, light sculptures, games, interactive furniture, and even interactive clothing.

If you’re not a beginner, please feel free to skip ahead to recipes that interest you.

Arduino is used in many educational programs around the world, particularly by designers and artists who want to easily create prototypes but do not need a deep understanding of the technical details behind their creations. Because it is designed to be used by nontechnical people, the software includes plenty of example code to demonstrate how to use the Arduino board’s various facilities.

Though it is easy to use, Arduino’s underlying hardware works at the same level of sophistication that engineers employ to build embedded devices. People already working with microcontrollers are also attracted to Arduino because of its agile development capabilities and its facility for quick implementation of ideas.

Arduino is best known for its hardware, but you also need software to program that hardware. Both the hardware and the software are called “Arduino.” The combination enables you to create projects that sense and control the physical world. The software is free, open source, and cross-platform. The boards are inexpensive to buy, or you can build your own (the hardware designs are also open source). In addition, there is an active and supportive Arduino community that is accessible worldwide through the Arduino forums and the Arduino Wiki (known as the Arduino Playground). The forums and the
wiki offer project development examples and solutions to problems that can provide inspiration and assistance as you pursue your own projects.

The recipes in this chapter will get you started by explaining how to set up the development environment and how to compile and run an example sketch.

Source code containing computer instructions for controlling Arduino functionality is usually referred to as *a sketch* in the Arduino community. The word *sketch* will be used throughout this book to refer to Arduino program code.

The Blink sketch, which comes with Arduino, is used as an example for recipes in this chapter, though the last recipe in the chapter goes further by adding sound and collecting input through some additional hardware, not just blinking the light built into the board. Chapter 2 covers how to structure a sketch for Arduino and provides an introduction to programming.

If you already know your way around Arduino basics, feel free to jump forward to later chapters. If you’re a first-time Arduino user, patience in these early recipes will pay off with smoother results later.

**Arduino Software**

Software programs, called *sketches*, are created on a computer using the Arduino integrated development environment (IDE). The IDE enables you to write and edit code and convert this code into instructions that Arduino hardware understands. The IDE also transfers those instructions to the Arduino board (a process called *uploading*).

**Arduino Hardware**

The Arduino board is where the code you write is executed. The board can only control and respond to electricity, so specific components are attached to it to enable it to interact with the real world. These components can be sensors, which convert some aspect of the physical world to electricity so that the board can sense it, or actuators, which get electricity from the board and convert it into something that changes the world. Examples of sensors include switches, accelerometers, and ultrasound distance sensors. Actuators are things like lights and LEDs, speakers, motors, and displays.

There are a variety of official boards that you can use with Arduino software and a wide range of Arduino-compatible boards produced by members of the community.

The most popular boards contain a USB connector that is used to provide power and connectivity for uploading your software onto the board. Figure 1-1 shows a basic board that most people start with. The Arduino Uno...
The Arduino Uno has a second microcontroller onboard to handle all USB communication; the small surface-mount chip (the ATmega8U2) is located near the USB socket on the board. This can be programmed separately to enable the board to appear as different USB devices (see Recipe 18.14 for an example). The Arduino Leonardo board replaces the ATmega8U2 and the ATmega328 controllers with a single ATmega32u4 chip that implements the USB protocol in software. The Arduino-compatible Teensy and Teensy+ boards from PJRC ([http://www.pjrc.com/teensy/](http://www.pjrc.com/teensy/)) are also capable of emulating USB devices. Older boards, and most of the Arduino-compatible boards, use a chip from the FTDI company that provides a hardware USB solution for connection to the serial port of your computer.

You can get boards as small as a postage stamp, such as the Arduino Mini and Pro Mini; larger boards that have more connection options and more powerful processors, such as the Arduino Mega; and boards tailored for specific applications, such as the LilyPad for wearable applications, the Fio for wireless projects, and the Arduino Pro for embedded applications (standalone projects that are often battery-operated).

Recent additions to the range include the Arduino ADK, which has a USB host socket on it and is compatible with the Android Open Accessory Development Kit, the officially approved method of attaching hardware to Android devices. The Leonardo board uses a controller chip (the ATmega32u4) that is able to present itself as various HID devices.
devices. The Ethernet board includes Ethernet connectivity, and has a Power Over Ethernet option, so it is possible to use a single cable to connect and power the board.

Other Arduino-compatible boards are also available, including the following:

- Arduino Nano, a tiny board with USB capability, from Gravitech ([http://store.gravitech.us/arna30wiatn.html](http://store.gravitech.us/arna30wiatn.html))
- Bare Bones Board, a low-cost board available with or without USB capability, from Modern Device ([http://www.moderndevice.com/products/bbb-kit](http://www.moderndevice.com/products/bbb-kit))
- Seeeduino, a flexible variation of the standard USB board, from Seeed Studio Bazaar ([http://www.seeedstudio.com/](http://www.seeedstudio.com/))
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A list of over a hundred boards that can be used with the Arduino development environment can be found at: [http://jmsarduino.blogspot.com/2009/03/comprehensive-arduino-compatible.html](http://jmsarduino.blogspot.com/2009/03/comprehensive-arduino-compatible.html)

1.1 Installing the Integrated Development Environment (IDE)

Problem

You want to install the Arduino development environment on your computer.

Solution


The Windows download is a ZIP file. Unzip the file to any convenient directory—Program Files/Arduino is a sensible place.
A free utility for unzipping files, called 7-Zip, can be downloaded from http://www.7-zip.org/.

Unzipping the file will create a folder named Arduino-00<nn> (where <nn> is the version number of the Arduino release you downloaded). The directory contains the executable file (named Arduino.exe), along with various other files and folders. Double-click the Arduino.exe file and the splash screen should appear (see Figure 1-2), followed by the main program window (see Figure 1-3). Be patient, as it can take some time for the software to load.

Figure 1-2. Arduino splash screen (Version 1.0 in Windows 7)

The Arduino download for the Mac is a disk image (.dmg); double-click the file when the download is complete. The image will mount (it will appear like a memory stick...
on the desktop). Inside the disk image is the Arduino application. Copy this to somewhere convenient—the Applications folder is a sensible place. Double-click the application once you have copied it over (it is not a good idea to run it from the disk image). The splash screen will appear, followed by the main program window.

Linux installation varies depending on the Linux distribution you are using. See the Arduino wiki for information (http://www.arduino.cc/playground/Learning/Linux).

To enable the Arduino development environment to communicate with the board, you need to install drivers.

On Windows, use the USB cable to connect your PC and the Arduino board and wait for the Found New Hardware Wizard to appear. If you are using an Uno board, let the wizard attempt to find and install drivers. It will fail to do this (don’t worry, this is the expected behavior). To fix this, follow these steps: Start Menu→Control Panel→System→Device Manager→USB Controller→Arduino USB Serial Converter→Uninstall→Restart PC.
and Security. Click on System, and then open Device Manager. In the listing that is displayed find the entry in COM and LPT named Arduino UNO (COM nn). nn will be the number Windows has assigned to the port created for the board. You will see a warning logo next to this because the appropriate drivers have not yet been assigned. Right click on the entry and select Update Driver Software. Choose the “Browse my computer for driver software” option, and navigate to the Drivers folder inside the Arduino folder you just unzipped. Select the ArduinoUNO.inf file and windows should then complete the installation process.

If you are using an earlier board (any board that uses FTDI drivers) with Windows Vista or Windows 7 and are online, you can let the wizard search for drivers and they will install automatically. On Windows XP (or if you don’t have Internet access), you should specify the location of the drivers. Use the file selector to navigate to the FTDI USB Drivers directory, located in the directory where you unzipped the Arduino files. When this driver has installed, the Found New Hardware Wizard will appear again, saying a new serial port has been found. Follow the same process as before.

It is important that you go through the sequence of steps to install the drivers two times, or the software will not be able to communicate with the board.

On the Mac, the latest Arduino boards, such as the Uno, can be used without additional drivers. When you first plug the board in a notification will pop up saying a new network port has been found, you can dismiss this. If you are using earlier boards (boards that need FTDI drivers), you will need to install driver software. There is a package named FTDIUSBSerialDriver, with a range of numbers after it, inside the disk image. Double-click this and the installer will take you through the process. You will need to know an administrator password to complete the process.

On Linux, most distributions have the driver already installed, but follow the Linux link given in this chapter’s introduction for specific information for your distribution.

**Discussion**


**See Also**

1.2 Setting Up the Arduino Board

Problem

You want to power up a new board and verify that it is working.

Solution

Plug the board in to a USB port on your computer and check that the green LED power indicator on the board illuminates. Standard Arduino boards (Uno, Due, and Mega) have a green LED power indicator located near the reset switch.

An orange LED near the center of the board (labeled “Pin 13 LED” in Figure 1-4) should flash on and off when the board is powered up (boards come from the factory preloaded with software to flash the LED as a simple check that the board is working).

![Figure 1-4. Basic Arduino board (Duemilanove and Uno)](image)

New boards such as Leonardo have the LEDs located near the USB connector; see Figure 1-5. Recent boards have duplicate pins for use with I2C (marked SCL and SDA). These boards also have a pin marked IOREF that can be used to determine the operating voltage of the chip.
The latest boards have three additional connections in the new standard for connector layout on the board. This does not affect the use of older shields (they will all continue to work with the new boards, just as they did with earlier boards). The new connections provide a pin (IOREF) for shields to detect the analog reference voltage (so that analog input values can be calibrated to the supply voltage), SCL and SDA pins to enable a consistent connection for I2C devices (the location of the I2C pins has differed on previous boards due to different chip configurations). Shields designed for the new layout should work on any board that uses the new pin locations. An additional pin (next to the IOREF pin) is not being used at the moment, but enables new functionality to be implemented in the future without needing to change the pin layout again.

**Discussion**

If the power LED does not illuminate when the board is connected to your computer, the board is probably not receiving power.

The flashing LED (connected to digital output pin 13) is being controlled by code running on the board (new boards are preloaded with the Blink example sketch). If the pin 13 LED is flashing, the sketch is running correctly, which means the chip on the board is working. If the green power LED is on but the pin 13 LED is not flashing, it could be that the factory code is not on the chip; follow the instructions in Recipe 1.3 to load the Blink sketch onto the board to verify that the board is working. If you are not using a standard board, it may not have a built-in LED on pin 13, so check the documentation for details of your board. The Leonardo board fades the LED up and down (it looks like the LED is “breathing”) to show that the board is working.
1.3 Using the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to Prepare an Arduino Sketch

Problem
You want to get a sketch and prepare it for uploading to the board.

Solution
Use the Arduino IDE to create, open, and modify sketches that define what the board will do. You can use buttons along the top of the IDE to perform these actions (shown in Figure 1-6), or you can use the menus or keyboard shortcuts (shown in Figure 1-7).

The Sketch Editor area is where you view and edit code for a sketch. It supports common text-editing keys such as Ctrl-F (⌘+F on a Mac) for find, Ctrl-Z (⌘+Z on a Mac) for undo, Ctrl-C (⌘+C on a Mac) to copy highlighted text, and Ctrl-V (⌘+V on a Mac) to paste highlighted text.

Figure 1-7 shows how to load the Blink sketch (the sketch that comes preloaded on a new Arduino board).

After you’ve started the IDE, go to the File→Examples menu and select 1. Basics→Blink, as shown in Figure 1-7. The code for blinking the built-in LED will be displayed in the Sketch Editor window (refer to Figure 1-6).

Before the code can be sent to the board, it needs to be converted into instructions that can be read and executed by the Arduino controller chip; this is called compiling. To do this, click the compile button (the top-left button with a tick inside), or select Sketch→Verify/Compile (Ctrl-R; ⌘+R on a Mac).

You should see a message that reads “Compiling sketch...” and a progress bar in the message area below the text-editing window. After a second or two, a message that reads “Done Compiling” will appear. The black console area will contain the following additional message:

    Binary sketch size: 1026 bytes (of a 32256 byte maximum)

The exact message may differ depending on your board and Arduino version; it is telling you the size of the sketch and the maximum size that your board can accept.
Source code for Arduino is called a *sketch*. The process that takes a sketch and converts it into a form that will work on the board is called *compilation*. The IDE uses a number of command-line tools behind the scenes to compile a sketch. For more information on this, see Recipe 17.1.

The final message telling you the size of the sketch indicates how much program space is needed to store the controller instructions on the board. If the size of the compiled
sketch is greater than the available memory on the board, the following error message is displayed:

   Sketch too big; see http://www.arduino.cc/en/Guide/Troubleshooting#size
   for tips on reducing it.

If this happens, you need to make your sketch smaller to be able to put it on the board, or get a board with higher capacity.

If there are errors in the code, the compiler will print one or more error messages in the console window. These messages can help identify the error—see Appendix D on software errors for troubleshooting tips.

To prevent accidental overwriting of the examples, the Arduino IDE does not allow you to save changes to the provided example sketches. You must rename them using the Save As menu option. You can save sketches you write yourself with the Save button (see Recipe 1.5).

As you develop and modify a sketch, you should also consider using the File→Save As menu option and using a different name or version number regularly so that as you implement each bit, you can go back to an older version if you need to.
Code uploaded onto the board cannot be downloaded back onto your computer. Make sure you save your sketch code on your computer. You cannot save changes back to the example files; you need to use Save As and give the changed file another name.

See Also

Recipe 1.5 shows an example sketch. Appendix D has tips on troubleshooting software problems.

1.4 Uploading and Running the Blink Sketch

Problem

You want to transfer your compiled sketch to the Arduino board and see it working.

Solution

Connect your Arduino board to your computer using the USB cable. Load the Blink sketch into the IDE as described in Recipe 1.3.

Next, select Tools→Board from the drop-down menu and select the name of the board you have connected (if it is the standard Uno board, it is probably the first entry in the board list).

Now select Tools→Serial Port. You will get a drop-down list of available serial ports on your computer. Each machine will have a different combination of serial ports, depending on what other devices you have used with your computer.

On Windows, they will be listed as numbered COM entries. If there is only one entry, select it. If there are multiple entries, your board will probably be the last entry.

On the Mac, your board will be listed twice if it is an Uno board:

/dev/tty.usbmodem-XXXXXXX
/dev/cu.usbmodem-XXXXXXX

If you have an older board, it will be listed as follows:

/dev/tty.usbserial-XXXXXXX
/dev/cu.usbserial-XXXXXXX

Each board will have different values for XXXXXXXX. Select either entry.

Click on the upload button (in Figure 1-6, it's the second button from the left), or choose File→Upload to I/O board (Ctrl-U, ⌘+U on a Mac).

The software will compile the code, as in Recipe 1.3. After the software is compiled, it is uploaded to the board. If you look at the board, you will see the LED stop flashing, and two lights (labeled as Serial LEDs in Figure 1-4) just below the previously flashing
LED should flicker for a couple of seconds as the code uploads. The original light should then start flashing again as the code runs.

Discussion

For the IDE to send the compiled code to the board, the board needs to be plugged in to the computer, and you need to tell the IDE which board and serial port you are using. When an upload starts, whatever sketch is running on the board is stopped (if you were running the Blink sketch, the LED will stop flashing). The new sketch is uploaded to the board, replacing the previous sketch. The new sketch will start running when the upload has successfully completed.

Older Arduino boards and some compatibles do not automatically interrupt the running sketch to initiate upload. In this case, you need to press the Reset button on the board just after the software reports that it is done compiling (when you see the message about the size of the sketch). It may take a few attempts to get the timing right between the end of the compilation and pressing the Reset button.

The IDE will display an error message if the upload is not successful. Problems are usually due to the wrong board or serial port being selected or the board not being plugged in. The currently selected board and serial port are displayed in the status bar at the bottom of the Arduino window.

If you have trouble identifying the correct port on Windows, try unplugging the board and then selecting Tools→Serial Port to see which COM port is no longer on the display list. Another approach is to select the ports, one by one, until you see the lights on the board flicker to indicate that the code is uploading.

See Also


1.5 Creating and Saving a Sketch

Problem

You want to create a sketch and save it to your computer.

Solution

To open an editor window ready for a new sketch, launch the IDE (see Recipe 1.3), go to the File menu, and select New. Paste the following code into the Sketch Editor window (it’s similar to the Blink sketch, but the blinks last twice as long):
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Colophon

The animal on the cover of Arduino Cookbook is a toy rabbit. Mechanical toys like this one move by means of springs, gears, pulleys, levers, or other simple machines, powered by mechanical energy. Such toys have a long history, with ancient examples known from Greece, China, and the Arab world.

Mechanical toy making flourished in early modern Europe. In the late 1400s, German inventor Karel Grod demonstrated flying wind-up toys. Prominent scientists of the day, including Leonardo da Vinci, Descartes, and Galileo Galilei, were noted for their work on mechanical toys. Da Vinci’s famed mechanical lion, built in 1509 for Louis XII, walked up to the king and tore open its chest to reveal a fleur-de-lis.

The art of mechanical toy making is considered to have reached its pinnacle in the late eighteenth century, with the famed “automata” of the Swiss watchmaker Pierre Jaquet-Droz and his son Henri-Louis. Their human figures performed such lifelike actions as dipping a pen in an inkwell, writing full sentences, drawing sketches, and blowing eraser dust from the page. In the nineteenth century, European and American companies turned out popular clockwork toys that remain collectible today.

Because these original toys, which had complicated works and elaborate decorations, were costly and time-consuming to make, they were reserved for the amusement of royalty or the entertainment of adults. Only since the late nineteenth century, with the appearance of mass production and cheap materials (tin, and later, plastic), have mechanical toys been considered playthings for children. These inexpensive moving novelties were popular for about a century, until battery-operated toys superseded them.
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